
 
 

    
 

Theatre Style Card 

1. Score large Black Base at 2”, 4”, 8” & 10”, in 2nd panel close to 

inside, Place Base in Cutter with long edge at top at the 4” mark 

on trimmer, then CUT from 1 1/8” to 4 ¼”, do this for both sides. 

Then place in cutter with shorter edge at top at the 1 1/8” mark 

on cutter and CUT between the score lines meeting up with the cut you already made, do this for both sides. 

See Template 

2. The 2 outer edges are Mountain folds, then the next scored line (on both sides) is a Valley fold.  No need to fold 

the ‘doors’. 

3. Run the Fabulous Frames Die (oval) through the machine with BOTH Basic White and Basic Black cardstock. 

The ovals you will keep are the White inside and the Black outside, set aside other ovals for a project at a later 

time. 

4. With Markers, color the Pelican BODY using Smoky Slate, the beak & foot will get Pumpkin Pie, huff on stamp to 

bring ‘life’ and stamp on center of White Oval. With a Blending Brush go over top half with Blending Brush using 

Balmy Blue ink, and below Pelican go over with Crumb Cake. Set Aside. 

5. Stamp 2 7/8” x 4 ¼” White using the Palm Trees stamp, color trees with these Markers: Garden Green for the 

trees, the Trunks will get Soft Suede, the Mound and bottom with Crumb Cake and the ‘ocean’ with Coastal 

Cabana. Huff and stamp on your scrap. Go over the ‘sky’ with Balmy Blue ink.  Place in machine and Die Cut 

using the Scalloped top and bottom Die. Set Aside. 

6. Adhere the DSP (Designer Series Paper) as shown, with the Blue and Gold being on the doors, place some 

ribbon behind left hand door before adhering. Once you have the DSP attached, Adhere the Pelican oval on 

center of left door, then place Mini Dimensionals on Black outer Oval, and place around the stamped oval. 

Adhere some of the Sequins and Gems on Oval as shown. 

7. Stamp front sentiment onto small scrap using Bermuda Bay ink, Die cut out with small die from set. 

8. Adhere DSP to inside of card, attach the Scalloped part flat in middle, then add Dimensionals to inside piece, 

line up and adhere. Add Sequins to the front as desired. 

Supplies 

Stamps: Sunkissed 

Inks: Balmy Blue, Crumb Cake, Bermuda 

Bay 

Markers: Garden Green, Coastal 

Cabana, Crumb Cake, Soft Suede, 

Smoky Slate 

Paper: Basic Black 5 ½” x 12”, 2 ½” x 3” 

(scrap oval) 

Basic White 3 ¾” x 5”, 2 7/8” x 4 ¼”, 

(scrap for inside), ¾” x 2 3/8” (for 

sentiment), 2 ½” x 3” (scrap oval) 

Bermuda Bay 4” x 5 ¼” 

Texture Chic DSP 1 7/8” x 5 3/8” (x2), 1 

7/8” x 3 1/8” (x2), 3 7/8” x 5 3/8” 

Embellishments: Adhesive Backed 

Sequins & Gems, Simply Elegant Trim 

Tools: Fabulous Frames, Blending Brush 

 



9. Stamp backside White with Sentiment and the Pelican and the shells (using the colors as before). Adhere to 

Bermuda Bay, then adhere to back of card so you can sign it.  

 

 

Here is the inside, back side and the card fully opened: 

 

 
 

 
 

 
This will be available on my Blog to print. www.tedderbearstamping.com  Look for post on 9/1/2022 

Thanks to Lavonne Schwendeman for the Template!!  I made my own since I did change up the measurements 

just a bit. 

http://www.tedderbearstamping.com/

